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Fatima Hussein, a 30-year-old Kuwaiti math teacher and mother
of four, still manages to find time to practice her first passion -
art. It started as a hobby in her youth and became an escape

from her busy adult life. Her portraits are realistic, and you can almost
feel the pain or joy that her drawings depict. So what makes a sensitive
artist who pours her feelings into her drawings and blends with her
paintings to teach elementary grade mathematics and not art?  Kuwait
Times spoke with her to discover more. 

KT: There is a huge difference between math and art - why did you
choose to teach mathematics instead of art?
Hussein: I prefer that my hobby doesn’t have a link with 
my profession.

KT: How old were you when you started drawing?
Hussein: I started drawing when I was seven years old.

KT: Did your parents support your talent when you were young?
Hussein: Yes, they did.

KT: As a married woman with children, how do you find time 
for drawing?
Hussein: I use any spare time to draw.

KT: Who is your favorite artist, and why?
Hussein: My favorite artist is Leonardo da Vinci. His paintings are
distinguished for being precise, mysterious and inspirational.

KT: What is your source of inspiration?
Hussein: Meditation is the most important source of 
my inspiration.

KT: Which is your school of art?
Hussein: Portraiture, which is a part of the school of realism.

KT: What is portrait art?
Hussein: Portrait art is part of realism. Lately, this art has started to

concentrate on drawing individuals by merging their personality
with the artist’s feelings. It is a language that the artist translates
into what he feels and what he wants to say through these feelings.
It is clear and not mysterious for the recipient.

KT: What are the steps that you follow when you start drawing?
Hussein: First I select the picture I want to draw. By using a pencil,
I make one horizontal and one vertical axis. Then I make measure-
ments and place points on the board by deciding the spots for the
eyes, nose and mouth. After that I draw the features and the face.
Finally I start shadowing by using charcoal or colors (which is my
favorite step).

Local math teacher draws 
realistic portraits in spare moments


